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About This Game

Enjoy being a farmer between 1950 and 1970 in the Agricultural Simulator – Historical Farming. The game takes you to the
good old days and you will experience the charming farming of the 60's and 70's. Fans of nostalgia and history will be glad to

work with original designed machines and to till a field with well known Old-timer Tractors. With the new feature – the
dynamic ground Agrar Simulator – Historical Farming presents the first real furrows which will be left when working at the

fields with strong machines. The furrows will have impact on the driving behavior of the tractors and guarantee pure realism. It
is up to the player to decide in which region he would like to cultivate his farm. There are two amazing scenarios – idyllic

highlands, valleys and woods in the alp-region or the fascinating Toscana region with measured climate.

Features

Experience the charming farming in between 1950 and 1970

Original drafted Old-timer tractors of well known brands like John Deere, Lanz Bulldog etc.

Pure Realism due to features like the dynamic ground with furrows.

Two different scenarios – Toskana and the northern Alp-Region.
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Title: Agricultural Simulator: Historical Farming
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Actalogic
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 25 May, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / 7 / Vista / 8

Processor: 2,4 GHz Pentium or 100% compatible CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 6800GT, ATI Radeon HD 3650

Storage: 1300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish
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fails to load. it's a very good game. do not waste your money the game tractors and stuff is cool but the game it self STINKS!!!.
It does not get past the four companies that made it before it crashes and gives you an option to send a report to micrososoft,
and the crash happens to everyone, you can fix it, but it is very complicated.. i actually went and saw videos on how to get it
working so yall are just judging and dont make nothing works fools!!!!. The game needs a lot of work beofre it can be actually
ready to play and at the moment its a waste of money. For this reson I would like to ask for my money back.. I rather do some
gardening than play this.. Pros:
- You can chase chickens with your tractor.
- You can do back flips on your tractor and you can't fall (requires practice and an incline).
- There appears to be a deserted church, could be the start of a horror game disguised as a farming sim?

Cons:
- Costs money.. wot a lot of sh@t. It gave me a good laugh, really fun if you keep an open mind. Need a decent machine to run
it without it looking like crap though.
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really bad dont buy this game. Work for the first few days. Now it lags so much I get 2 fps and when I change the Video settings
it deosn't save it just reverts back to before. 2.1/10. So my friend got me this game. I highly don't reccomend it because it just
sucks.
The background... Sucks.... Good luck getting this game to run.. I chased down a deer with a tractor as the deer and his family
sunk into the ground. The chickens can fly through walls, it was like i was in a real farm. there are 5 tractors, offering the
biggest selection yet! it was like i was in my own farm. 10 out of 10, a masterpiece.. I had this in a bundle, it didnt work for me
which is fine as I remember playing it when it first came out and I was not impressed one bit my computer meets this games
running requirements and it would run it in its sleep but thats all I kept getting was an error message.. At first I thought the game
would amaze me when I heard the music and saw the environment but that quickly became disaster with no proper tutorial,
indicator or option to tell what to do.

I can't believe this game costs for €10... If it wasn't on bundle I wouldn't even pay a cent for this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥... Der r
chikens evrywere, an dogees 69/10. Fun error report minigame. I can't get past it, any cheat codes? 5/5. Unplayable!
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